Chevy 700r4 transmission diagram

The cookie settings on this website are set to 'allow all cookies' to give you the very best
experience. Please click Accept Cookies to continue to use the site. The R4 transmission was
introduced by Chevrolet in to run with the model year vehicles. It was designed for truck and
larger car applications. Some examples of Chevrolet vehicles that can carry the R4 include the
Blazer, the Camaro, the Corvette, and the Impala. The R4 had a run of about 10 years before it
was upgraded to the 4L60 variant. Monster provides a heavy duty, super duty, and an Xtreme SS
model, each having a higher rating of horsepower and torque. Order Online today and get a
Monster in your ride! Total Items: Quick View. Our Quick Ship Series Transmissions include a
matching quality built torque converter. Quality Inspected for your peace of mind and ready to
ship! Most orders can be delivered in a matter of days. Add To Cart Got Questions? Give Us A
Call Quick Ship Performance R4. Vehicles with big block engines are suggested to run our
Super Duty model.. Vehicles with big block engines are suggested to run our Super Duty model.
The R4 SSMega Monster transmission is ideal for vehicles powered by engines producing up to
horsepower torque with a naturally aspirated system using pump gasoline. The R4 4x4 SSMega
Monster transmission is ideal for lifted vehicles with larger than normal tires powered by
engines producing up to horsepower torque with a naturally aspirated system using pump
gasoline. Stay Connected. Accept Cookies. To the untrained eye, nearly all GM automatic
transmissions look the same. They are all made out of aluminum with the exception of the very
early Powerglide , they have the same bellhousing bolt patterns, and all have very similar case
designs. There are some things that you can do to make sure that you are properly identifying
the R4. If you need to start from scratch, try this old article from Hot Rod. An early 4L60 is the
same as a late R4. They are the exact same transmission. If you see the term MD8 stamped on
the passenger side of the case, right by the bellhousing. The easiest way to identify a R4
underneath of the car is to look at the bolts. If you have a clear view of the transmission count
the bolts. Did you count 16? If you did you have found a R4 or a 4L In most cases if someone
has told you that you are looking at a R4 and you count 16 bolts you can be reasonably sure
that you have found what you were looking for. If there is none look at the tail shaft. If the
speedometer cable is mechanical than you have a R4. If it has wiring coming from it you are
looking at a 4L60E. MD8 is stamped on the passenger side of most R4 cases. Lets say that you
have found a transmission at a swap meet, on Craigslist, or at the salvage yard. Many people
want to know exactly what year the transmission came from, and what vehicle it was in. The first
digit of the Identification Tag will be the model number. It is not intuitive. The first units were for
the model year. So you would expect the first model year ID number to be either 2 for 82 or 1,
right? It starts with a 9 and then jumps to 3. This is certainly the easiest way to identify it. It was
made exclusively for four wheel drive vehicles. They are very desirable in the off road
community. This forum has good info on K cases. As a footnote here, if you are going to buy a
rebuilt unit from a reputable transmission shop, or an aftermarket supplier such as TCI it really
should not matter what year it originally came from, as it will be totally gutted and rebuilt with
the much stronger components. It would certainly be in your best interest to ask what
components were replaced. Many people feel that the input drum is the point of weakness for
the R4. Using the pan bolt pattern, as well as the number of bolts, is the easiest way to achieve
insure proper R4 transmission identification. After the model the next area of the tag is the
transmission type. It is one letter. In this case M is letter code for R4. Try using the method
above to figure it out. The sixth line is the date of manufacture. The seventh line is the shift in
which the R4 was built. Conclusion As a footnote here, if you are going to buy a rebuilt unit
from a reputable transmission shop, or an aftermarket supplier such as TCI it really should not
matter what year it originally came from, as it will be totally gutted and rebuilt with the much
stronger components. If you feel like you could improve this post in any way, please feel free to
comment. You may also find these articles useful: R4 Transmission Troubleshooting r4 vs 4l60e
differences R4 General Information. Jan 29, 1. Messages: Likes Received: 0. Jan 29, 2.
Messages: 4, Likes Received: 4. You don't need to lock the converter, so you don't really need
the wiring, but you won't be putting the tranny to its best use by not locking the converter. I find
that my car is quite a bit quicker and faster with the converter locked. You don't need any
special kit, just a means of applying 12v to the lockup solenoid when you want the converter
locked. Jan 29, 3. Here's how I hooked up the lock-up circuit in my son's S just last week. From
everything I read, it sounds as if it needs to be working to prevent damage to the trans. Jan 29,
4. When I installed the TCI kit, I had to pull the pan and swap out a couple parts and make an
internal wiring change. Looks like all I had to do was buy a wiring plug and hook it up to a
coupls existing circuits in the car What does the TCI stuff do I wonder? Jan 29, 5. Messages: 99
Likes Received: 0. Jan 30, 6. According to the shop that rebuilt my R4, you can do it either way
but you must use the proper converter. If you use a converter that requires lock up but don't
use it, you will burn out your overdrive clutches because they are cooled by the converter oil. I

have used the R4 both ways and prefer the non-lockup for ease of use, but noticed significant
fuel economy gains with the lockup converter on the highway as I have it now. Jan 30, 7. I have
used the R4 both ways and prefer the non-lockup for ease of use What makes a non-lockup
easier to use? Jan 30, 8. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share
This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? In the Beginning The R4 was first
introduced in the '82 Corvette. On paper, its specs looked pretty good: The trans had lower First
and Second gears 3. But the original design was not considered a strong transmission, with
failures behind even a mild not uncommon. The trans was so weak that in its original setup, GM
deliberately calibrated it to kick out of lockup and high gear under full-throttle, top-end
conditions to avoid burning it up. The original versions had only downsized, spline input shafts,
one of many possible and common failure points. By , R4s intended for use behind small-block
Chevy V-8s began to receive beefy, spline input shafts similar to those found on classic TH and
TH transmissions. From to , the most failure-prone internal parts, from the ring-gear to the
oil-pump housing, were upgraded. An auxiliary valvebody was added in October Finally, on
performance cars like the Corvette, additional internal lubrication improvements permitted the
trans to survive in high-gear, full-throttle, top-end conditions. Many of the improvements can be
retrofitted into the earlier, weak transmissions, but the spline versions need so many new parts
that it's more cost-effective to swap in a later core. E-type transmissions require a computer to
function-either the original factory GM ECM or available aftermarket standalone solutions-but
now shift quality can be easily dialed in without having to go into the trans itself. Also, with the
computer controlling line pressure, E transmissions eliminate the TV cable and its associated
bracket geometry and adjustment issues. Not all '93 vehicles got the 4L60E. Rear-wheel-drive
cars continued to use the R4, but in keeping with GM's new nomenclature, the carryover trans
was renamed the 4L60 without the E. Other than the name, the 4L60 is essentially the same
trans as a similar-vintage R4. All GM transmissions use the new identification system: the first
digit is the number of forward gears 4 , the letter indicates whether the trans is intended for
front-wheel-drive T for transverse or rear-wheel-drive L for longitudinal applications, and the
last two numbers provide a guide to the unit's relative torque capacity 60, in this case compared
with other GM transmissions. If both nonelectronically controlled and electronically controlled
versions of an otherwise similar transmission design are offered, an E suffix for electronic is
appended to the designator. Rear-wheel-drive cars received the 4L60E starting in Although
many internal mechanical components interchange, the cases, electronic controls, and
valvebodies are so different that it's not practical to upgrade a non-E to an E or vice versa. Many
internal electronic changes occurred on 4L60E transmissions between and These included the
introduction of a pulse-width-modulated torque-converter lockup function on some models
starting around This smoothes out the converter lockup function by pulsing the apply function
using a PWM solenoid. There are several unique evolutions on this system with matching
solenoids and electrical switches. Although not really important for performance use, it is of
concern if you just need a replacement trans with full functionality for a late-model and want to
make sure everything works as intended. Three-Piece Case In , with the 4L60E in use for most
rear-drive applications and with new engine designs on the drawing board, GM began moving to
a common main case with a bolt-on bellhousing. Previously, there were just two separate case
patterns: a metric case for degree V-6 engines and the classic Chevy case that fit traditional bigand small-block V-8s, straight Chevy L6s, and V engines. The move to a separate bellhousing let
one common core fit a variety of different engine families and also opened up the interesting
possibility of aftermarket adapter bellhousings to fit oddball or niche classic engines, such as
Keisler Engineering has done with its Mopar conversion kits. Other changes coincided with the
move to separate bellhousings. The input-shaft tip configuration was revised, although the
overall shaft diameter and spline-count still remained at When retrofitting, the new spline tip
requires a corresponding torque converter to mate with the revised shaft. GM also changed the
tailhousing from a four-bolt to a six-bolt design. The 4l65E Stock 4L60Es are rated at lb-ft of
torque. By , engine output had increased to the point that further internal modifications were
needed for Corvette, Hummer, and some other applications. There were significant
improvements, including five-pinion planetaries, a higher-capacity input housing, and an
induction-hardened input-shaft assembly. Beginning in , many of the technologies from the
4L65 applications that added durability were incorporated into the 4L60, including more robust
bushings and bearings. Many of the other durability-enhancing parts can also be swapped into
earlier 4L60 transmissions. The 4l70E Classified as the 4L70E, the ultimate production evolution
of the original R4 trans family is used in selected '07 trucks and includes further refinements
over the 4L65E. The 4L70 is a variation of the five-pinion 4L65, with additional strengthening in
the output shaft and reaction internal gear to handle increased engine torque. It is doubtful that

GM will continue to upgrade the trans any further, as it will be phased out once the new
six-speed automatic production lines are ramped up. On the surrounding pages we've
illustrated some of the most important improvements and variations, many of which can be
used to upgrade earlier transmissions. But there are so many details that we can only scratch
the surface here. If you really want to get into what makes this trans tick and get the lowdown
on all the changes, fixes, and improvements, the best sources are Automatic Transmission
Service Group ATSG Techtran and upgrade handbooks available directly from ATSG's Web site
as well as on eBay. Early failure-prone planetary carriers should be upgraded to at least the
improved design with batwing washers circa The improved four-pinion input carrier carries GM
PN and bolts in to any trans. The best four-pinion reaction carrier was introduced at about the
same time for selected high-perf applications like Corvettes and IROCs. Besides the batwing
washers, this carrier also adds a pinion oiling system with internal passages. Even
better-although much more expensive-are the late five-pinion carriers introduced on the 4L65E,
available from both GM and aftermarket sources. It has been a major failure item since the 's
inception. Originally, the Low and Reverse clutch roller race rode against the shell, separated
only by a thin thrust washer. Aftermarket beast shells became available made from thicker
material around the neck. A Torrington bearing replaced the spindly thrust washer, and better
roller races became available as well. Finally, starting in , GM completely redesigned the sun
shell. The thrust washer was eliminated, and a new fully rollerized thrust bearing was added to
the reaction carrier shaft and front carrier ring gear. The new-design sun gear shell GM PN ,
reaction carrier shaft PN , and sun shell thrust bearing PN will back-fit as a complete assembly.
The material thickness was increased, the input shaft hardened, and the housing depth slightly
increased to accommodate additional clutch packs. Check the drum surface carefully for signs
of wear. Because of the nonadjustability of the band that contacts the drum, there is no way to
resurface the drum without having adjustment problems or having the drum crack if returned to
service. Drums manufactured starting midway through the '86 model year are slightly thicker in
the band apply area, which improves band performance. There are three major factory pump
designs: one for the early small input shaft and torque converter, one for the ''96 large input
shaft and torque converter, and one for 'and-up transmissions. The early style had only a 7-vane
pump; the second design usually cast on the cover had a vane rotor set, and the beefy, late
third-design has 13 vanes. There are subvariants that may affect interchange, but in general, the
''95 vane pump can replace a 7-vane pump by plugging its auxiliary valvebody port and
changing the reverse drum and torque converter. Installing the vane pump in place of an early
7- or vane pump requires considerable machining to back-fit as a complete assembly. Oil-pump
performance may be further improved by modifying control orifice size, altering spool valve
land shapes, and adjusting spool valve diameters to meet specific operational requirements.
For example, boost-valve pressure-regulator components installed in the pump cover regulate
boost-line pressure throughout the trans. Up to a point, higher pressure is better. The early ''87
configuration had no auxiliary valvebody; the torque converter clutch TCC lockup function was
actuated hydraulically at a set pressure without computer input. Although this makes retrofit
easy into early vehicles, the first-generation valvebodies often have leaky, low-capacity and
shift valves that produce inconsistent shift quality. The early valve can be installed in place of
the port plug to permit locking up the TCC via hydraulic pressure through the '88 models. From
''93, the former TCC hydraulic lockup port is completely blocked off, and no valve can be
retrofitted. Instead, a computer or electric toggle switch is needed to actuate TCC lockup.
Various coordinated aftermarket shift-improver kits are also available to recalibrate the shift feel
on pre-4L60E valvebodies. The 4L60E phased in a valvebody controlled by the computer acting
through electric solenoids in lieu of shift valves. There is no interchange between E and non-E
valvebodies. Servo Assembly The servo assembly applies the band. Upgraded servo
assemblies have more surface area and volume to increase the holding force and yield firmer
shifts. Aftermarket Super Hold servos are available with even more holding power. Changing
the servo should be coordinated with valvebody recalibration, all matched to the intended
application. Production inner second apply and outer fourth apply servo pistons can even be
mixed and matched to fine-tune the feel. Governor Valvebody mods contained in typical
aftermarket shift-improver kits can alter individual shift points, but playing with the governor
weights allows the end user to change all shift points equally. The 4L60E no longer has a
governor. Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. In this article, you will find everything
you have to know about the r4 transmission. We will begin with the specifications of this
transmission. So what is exactly a r4 transmission? The r4 Transmission came in the year The
r4 and the R4 transmission replaced the TH transmission in that year. The TH was a 3 geared
transmission without the last overdrive gear. The r4 was a big upgrade with an additional gear
Overdrive , the 1st and 2nd gear became longer, and the transmission case itself became a bit

longer. To mention all cars, this transmission was fitted in; the list would be very long. A lot of
people like the r4 because of its excellent durability. It is also effortless to find replacement
parts for this transmission. The r4 transmission was not electronically controlled yet; it was
hydraulic pressure controlled with a TV cable, which acted as a throttle position sensor to
control the gear shifting. The transmission then became electronically controlled instead of the
TV cable, with some other changes that I will go through further down in the article. The
transmission was made between It had a case length of The recommended transmission fluid is
Dextron VI, with a capacity of 11 Quarts. The transmission case had 16 bolts and a transfer case
of aluminum. A lot of you reported that you wondered what the differences are between a k-case
and the typical case for the r4 transmission. Most of the GM automatic transmission looks
almost identical and is difficult to identify for an untrained eye. However, there are some ways
to determine if you have a r, r4, TH, or a 4L60 transmission. The easiest way to identify if you
have a r4 is to raise your car and check the bolts around the transfer case. The r4 and the 4L60
transmission uses a bolt pattern of 16 bolts, so if the transmission looks like one of the pictures
above and you can see 16 bolts, you most likely have a r4 or a 4L60 transmission. So how can
you know which one of these you have? Well, the r4 uses a TV cable as the speedometer, and
the 4L60 is an electronically controlled transmission, so if you see wires coming to the
transmission on the rear of the transmission on the passenger side, you have a 4L The safest
way of checking your transmission is to look at the identification tag on the transmission. You
will find it on the rear side of the transmission on the passenger side. It can be pretty tough to
see on older cars, so you may have to clean up your transmission to find it. The 1st number is
the year model of the transmission. For example, if the number is 0, the transmission is from So
you have to check the next letters too. The next 2 or 3 letters identify the model of the
transmission. These numbers tell us the application, engine size, wiring type, and solenoids.
The last numbers and letters indicate the manufacturer date, rebuild date, manufacturing place,
and serial number. This is everything you should need to identify your transmission correctly. If
you still have questions about it, you are welcome to comment in the comment section at the
bottom of your article and ask your questions. Even if the r4 transmission is pretty durable and
reliable, they do sometimes fail. We have to remember that these transmissions are old and old
things do fail sometimes. Here I will give some common symptoms of the r4 transmission and
add a short line underneath it to explain where you should start looking. However, the first thing
you should always do when your transmission is slipping is to replace the transmission fluid
and flush it. So the first thing I would recommend is to check the transmission fluid level. Let
the transmission fluid become hot and let your car idle at position park while checking the
dipstick. If the fluid level is low, try to fill it up to see if it solves the problem. However, if the
transmission fluid seems good and the converter is slipping, I still recommend that you replace
the fluid and do a transmission flush. There could be a problem with the converter itself, which
may need a replacement. If your car revs up, but it will barely move, you should start by
checking the transmission fluid, as discussed before. Check the level and the color of the
transmission fluid. I have included a movie to simplify the procedure of the TV cable
adjustment. You should also make sure that the switch on the brake panel is working properly.
If your speedometer is not working, there are two different variants you have to know about
before starting the troubleshooting. There are both mechanical and electronic controlled
speedometers on the r4 transmissions. First, you have to check if you have a mechanical or
electronic speedometer. If you raise the car and take a look at the area around the rear of the
transmission, if the cable coming out of it is pretty thick with a big circle that screws into it, you
have a mechanical speedometer. If you find a speedometer sensor, you have an electronic
speedometer. If you have a mechanical speedometer â€” Check if you can see any problems
with the speedometer wire, replace it if you can see any signs of wear or other damage. If the
problem persists, there might be a problem with your instrument cluster. If you feel vibrations
while you are accelerating your car, there is most likely a problem with the driveshafts, prop
shaft, or torque converter. If you feel vibrations all the time and not only on acceleration, you
may have unbalanced tires. If your transmission is not shifting correctly, you might want to
check the TV cable adjustment, as discussed before. There are some common problems that
you should always check first when you are troubleshooting your r4 transmission. There is a
switch on the brake pedal, which you should check the function to make sure it works correctly.
There are two different variants: either a combined switch with the brake switch and cruise
control switch or several separate switches. Check the wirings diagram, make sure the switch is
working correctly, and get voltage to the switch. A worn-out TV cable or a faulty adjustment is
another common problem on the r4 transmission. If you can see any signs of wear or damage
on the TV cable, replace it! The r4 transmissions sometimes leak, which can cause low
transmission fluid levels , so you should always check to make sure they are okay. Some

transmission has gone many years without a transmission fluid change, which can cause
damage to the transmission. Check the fluid level and replace and flush the transmission fluid if
it looks dirty. Sometimes the torque converter can fail on the r4 transmission, unfortunately.
These are often pretty expensive, and you need some skills to replace these. If you have done
everything above and the transmission is still slipping, you might have to replace it. There are
some videos on Youtube on how to replace the r4 converter. If you have found a severe problem
with your r4 transmission, you might want to replace the whole transmission. However, if you
are going to replace parts for your transmission, I always recommend installing new
components and never installing used parts if possible. Remember that most of these
transmissions are old and start to get worn out, and the price for new parts is not very high. If
you are looking for just any parts for your r4 transmission or looking for a brand new
transmission, I can recommend that you check it out on Amazon if you live in the USA or
Europe. There are many new parts there for this transmission, and most of them are pretty high
quality. Check the recent customer reviews of the part to get an idea of the quality of the
product. If you are looking for used transmissions, you can either find them online, or because
they are pretty standard, you can probably find them in any junkyard near you. Remember to
check the transmission closely before you make your purchase. Try to get as much information
as possible about it, like the mileage, how many transmission fluid replacements were done,
etc. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I
created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web while looking for
repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! So you are looking for information and
specifications of the r4 transmission? Contents show. How To Identify a r4 Transmission?
Transfer Case Gasket Bolt Pattern. Identification Tag. The speedometer is not working properly.
Vibrations on acceleration. Not shifting properly. Common r4 transmission Problems 1. The
switch at the brake pedal. Faulty Torque Converter. Used Parts. Search This Site Search. Article
may contain affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. This
transmission was produced by General Motors, but is also sometimes known by the name
Hydramatic. The R4 was used widely on both truck platforms and rear-wheel drive car
platforms. Some of the popular trucks it was used in were the Chevrolet Blazer and Suburban
and the Oldsmobile diesel. This transmission was also used in the Chevrolet Camaro, Corvette,
Impala, and many others. The R4 was first introduced in , and served as a replacement to the
TH, which was a 3 speed automatic transmission. As is expected with all new system, especially
with such a major re-design, some design issues were present with the original release. There
was constant improvement, and by this transmission was much more robust and reliable. There
was a name change to 4L60 that occurred in , although this was essentially the same
transmission. In the transmission became electronically controlled, instead of hydraulically, and
the name became 4L60E. For the purposes of this article, the focus will be pre-electronic
control. At this time, all of the regular R4, or 4L60 transmissions began to be phased out, and
none are available in that format any longer. This transmission was very popular and
considered one of the best of ever produced. Two of the key reasons for its popularity were the
improved fuel consumption and the 3. This is a much lower ratio than what was common, and
provides good acceleration from a stop and is also good for off-road driving. As mentioned, the
R4 was a 4 speed automatic transmission. When the transmission was renamed to 4L60 in , this
naming convention provided a number of key characteristics about this transmission. The 4
indicates that it is a 4-speed transmission. The L denotes that the transmission is longitudinally
positioned. The 60 indicates that the transmission is rated for applications up to lbs gross
vehicle weight GVW. The amount of torque that this can handle will vary based on year of
production, but one website states that the max engine torque is lb-ft with a max gearbox torque
of lb-ft. The gearing that was used was 3. The reverse gear in this transmission is 2. The R4
case is a single piece constructed of cast aluminum. The transmission is The transmission
holds a total of approximately 11 quarts of transmission fluid. This transmission was introduced
in as a replacement for the TH transmission, with the primary goal of improving fuel economy.
The name changed in to 4L60, while the most significant change came in when the
electronically controlled transmissions were introduced. This was essentially the end of the R4,
or 4L60, as we knew it. The THMR4, first used on the Chevrolet Corvette, was primarily designed
for use on trucks and larger automobiles. Identification of the THMR4 automatic transmission is
accomplished by locating visual clues separating it from other GM and Chevrolet automatic
transmissions and by decoding the information found on the identification tag. View the
transmission pan located on the bottom of the THMR4. If the transmission is installed, this
requires going underneath the vehicle. Access the transmission by going under the vehicle at
the front passenger's side door. Count the number of bolts holding the transmission pan in
place. The THMR4 has 16 bolts attaching the pan to the transmission. Identify the shape of the tr
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ansmission pan. The THMR4 has a nearly perfect rectangular shape, with three rounded
corners. Locate the identification tag attached to the transmission. According to Hotrodders,
the ID tag is found on the passenger's side of the transmission housing, towards the rear, just
above the oil pan. A sample code reads "8YDMH," with the first digit representing the year. The
first year, , is identified by "9," with all following years identified by the last digit of the year. The
final year of THMR4 production was , which is identified by "3. A native of New Haven, Conn.
After working as a reporter in Oregon, he is now based back home in New Haven. Step 2 Count
the number of bolts holding the transmission pan in place. Step 3 Identify the shape of the
transmission pan. According to Hotrodder's THMR4 identification page, to transmissions have a
two position letter code following the year code and to units have three letters. This avoids
confusion when differentiating between and transmissions.

